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WILLIAM MITCHELL COLLEGE OF LAW 
D 
Volume .12 St. Paul, Minnesota, March, 1970 No. 2 
Pictured above (left to right) are Earl Gray, James Sutherland and Byron Zotaley. 
A Progress Report on 
The Poverty Law Progralll 
By Bill Wielinski 
The October, 1969, issue of the been working at the other three 
Opinion briefly outlined the Poverty neighborhood offices. To date, their 
law Program as then proposed for work has been directly supervised by 
I William Mitchell student Mr. Jerry Halloran, the director of 
participation. Ramsey County Legal Aid. Because 
The course itself is a four credit of the close working relationship 
senior elective, and is designed to they have had with the director of 
accommodate a small number of this program, they have been 
students in pursuit of practical exposed not only to the individual 
experience with the Legal Assistance problems presented to a "poverty 
Program of Ramsey County. A large law" attorney, but also to those 
number of seniors indicated. an related to the creation and 
interest in the program at that time, maintenance of the entire Welfare 
but only three enrolled - Don Day, and Legal Aid Program. 
Jon Johnson and Bill Wielinski. It is So far, their work with individual 
felt that more seniors -would have clients has consisted of a series of 
participated in the program had they persona) interviews, researc;hing of 
known more about what the course the particular problem drafting the 
had to offer and had they been able nec es ar y pleadings and allied 
to adjust their work schedules to fit papers, and contacting employers 
it in. In defense of the apparent lack welfare agencies etc. as required. 
of information regarding the specific La ter in the year, they will follow µp 
content of the course, it should be 
l the results of their work when they pointed out that as the program was appear with their clients in court. 
then untried it was decided that it 
So far, the nature of the pro bf ems would be more advantageous to set it 
involved include bankruptcies, up with only general guidelines. This 
change of name for adopted Bill Wielinski was done to allow for adaptation to 
children, divorce proceedings, and possible future problems presented decided to "take whatever came 
modification for divorce decrees, to by time conflicts, availability oflegal their way", in hopes that this would 
name a few. They have done little in aid personnel, desired fields .of eventually expose them to all areas 
the area of criminal law other than concentration of the student, etc. of the program, and add another 
viewing arraignments in Municipal Now that the program has been in touch of realism to the problems 
Court. It is expected that they will existence for approximately six presented to a poverty law lawyer. 
do more in this area later in the year. months, perhaps the following The opportunity, however, for an 
They each spend one day per week at account of the activities of the individual to "specialize" is always 
the downtown office (arranged to participants will shed more light on available to those who feel they have 
suit their individual scheduling the entire program and hopefully found their "niche". 
needs) . Occasionally, required inspire some members of future 
research, drafting, etc., is done To those who are interested in senior classes to participate in a very 
outside the office at times of their Welfare law,, a course by that title worthwhile offering. 
own choosing during the week. will be offered as a senior elective The particular agency the this Spring semester, and will be 
students work with is "Ramsey Ramsey County Legal Aid taught by Mr. John Brauch, a; 
County Legal Aid" (Legal Assistance categorizes its work into four major Ramsey County Legal Aid Attorney. 
of Ramsey County, Inc.). They were areas: Welfare, Housing Problems, 
each offered the choice of working Criminal law (all indigents accused Mr. Halloran has expressea his 
in any of its offices: Downtown, of misdemeanors), and Consumer satisfaction with the present 
Senior Practice 
Rule Is Rewarding 
By Byron L. Zotaley tried numerous cases involving 
traffic and ordinance violations as Criminal defense attorneys 
well as misdemeanors. Jim also has should not be surprised if they see 
had the opportunity to participate in across the table a William Mitchell 
three briefs and two oral arguments law student representing the State of 
before the Minnesota Supreme Minnesota in its prosecution of their 
Court to date. client. Such has been the fate, such 
as it is, for even the giants of criminal As a result of one of these 
defense - Douglas Hall, Gerald appeals, namely State v. Morales, 
Singer and Douglas Thomson - at Jim presented the oral argument for 
least in the personal experience of the state on January 15, 1970, 
this writer. before the Minnesota Supreme 
Court. The case involved issues of Effective June 27, 1967, the 
Minnesota Supreme Court opened probable cause, the function of a 
the door to this remarkable state of misdemeanor complaint and the 
scope of review on a special affairs by promulgating Rule I 
appearance. "Limited Practice By Senior Law 
Students" reproduced in Volume 27 Jim was on loan from Judge 
B of M.S.A. on page 20 which states: Iverson for this appearance. 
Reflecting on his experiences 
"Any senior law student in ·a law clerking for the judge and this 
school in this state accredited. . . summer's program, Jim stated, "I am 
.may, with the written approval of getting a real view of all sides of the 
the Supreme Court of Minnesota, table in a courtroom.". 
interview, advise, negotiate, and Byron L. Zotaley came to the 
appear in any municipal or trial 1969 Summer Internship Program 
court on behalf of any indigent from the Minneapolis law offices of 
person accused of crime, or on Hall, Smith, Juster, Feikema and 
behalf of the prosecution .... ". Haskvitz. On a leave of absence as 
the firm's law clerk and investigator, Three members of this year's 
Byron was assigned to the Hennepin senior class at William Mitchell have 
County Attorney's Office. There been certified by our Supreme Court 
Byron had an opportunity to pursuant to the above rule and have 
participate in all phases of a County been thereunder "practicing" in the 
Attorney's function of prosecuting criminal area. Certification came for 
felonies and gross misdemeanors. Earl Gray, James E. Sutherland and 
Interviewing law enforcement Byron L. Zotaley as a result of their 
officers and other complaining participation in the 1969 Summer 
witnesses, issuing of complaints Internship Program, which was 
based on those interviews, and administered by the Office of the 
appearing before a magistrate of the Minnesota State Public Defender. 
Municipal Court with the Under the program, Mr. C. Paul 
complaining witness all were Jones and Mr. Robert E. Oliphant· 
functions he performed under the directed students to either 
· Senior Practice Rule. Municipal and prosecution or defense assignments. 
District Court Arraignments as well 
Earl Gray came to the program as the criminal calendar call were 
from the courtroom of Ramsey other activities participated in 
County Municipal Court Judge pursuant to the rule. Work on 
Edward K. Delaney. Leaving his appellate court briefs was also on the 
position as the judge's law clerk, Earl agenda as well as several trial court 
was assigned to the State Public briefs. ll:nder the practice rule, 
Defender's office. The early weeks Byron appeared on behalf of the 
of the program found Earl working State of Minnesota in several 
on appellate briefs and interviewing preliminary hearings involving 
prisoners at Stillwater and St. Cloud. felony charges. Participation in 
Some weeks later Earl found himself District Court trials involving such 
in Hennepin County Municipal charges as murder, aggravated rape, 
Court pleading defendants' guilty. burglary, narcotics, aggravated 
But not always, as Earl put it, "I assault, kidnapping and indecent 
tried three, won one; lost two.". liberties, were among the 
Investigating cases for the Hennepin experiences afforded by the 
County Public Defenders was also Hennepin County Attorney's Office. 
part of Earl's duties. In his last two Byron's certification and 
weeks Earl worked with Hennepin experiences from the Summer 
County District Courg Judge Internship Program are today being 
Douglas K. Amdahl on special term put to use. In February of 1969 
civil matters. Dean Douglas R. Heidenreich made 
Today Earl is employed as law the following proposal describing a 
clerk to C. Paul Jones, State Public practical internship to be offered to 
Defender. In that capacity he is seniors: "would essentially be work 
interviewing prisoners, working on in the criminal area and would 
appellate briefs and post conviction probably lead to the opportunity to 
matters. appear in court on behalf of the 
James E. Sutherland came to the State on occasion". Pursuant to this 
program from the courtroom of proposal Byron Zotaley is now 
Hennepin County District Court working for the Hennepin County 
Judge Irving C. Iverson. On a leave of Attorney's Office on a one day a 
absence as the judge's law clerk, Jim week basis. The experiences to date 
was assigned totheMinneapolisCity of the student under this internship 
Selby-Dale, Lower Westside, or 
}1cDonough Housing Project. __ All 
three - chose the main office in 
downtown St. Paul. University of 
Protection. 
After an orientation to the 
program the students were each 
asked to choose an area in which to 
program and the continuity it offers · Attorney's Office. His participation 
student-client relationship. He is in the prosecutor's function involved 
looking forward to a large and ''taking and issuing complaints, 
favorable response next Fall from preparing cases for trial, trying cases 
program are similar to those 
described under the summer 
program. This year the internship 
program at William Mitchell is being 
Minnesota Law School students have concentrate their efforts. All three the Class of 1971. and appeals" stated Jim. He also (Continued on page 2) 
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Law School Placement 
All good law schools have an obligation to help its students find jobs. 
While it must be admitted that our law school at present has little to do with 
placement for the great majority of its graduates, a number of other Jaw 
school pu blications point out that Mitchell students are not unique in their 
impatience with the present system. 
At present the SBA is advocating the creation of a full-time placement 
office which could also devote its resources to aid Alumni functions. 
Up to this year, placement has been an informal, personal affair 
conducted mainly from the Dean's Office. While that effort is helpful, it is 
obvious that the administration cannot devote the oece~ time to 
placement of law school graduates. 
What is necessary is a form of clearing house which is capable of 
effectively communicating with perspective employers and capable of 
coordinating personal interviews. Studen ts from schools where personal 
interviews are conducted now have a tremendous advantage over William 
Mitchell graduates. 
The Administration, student body, and Alumni group must be in 
complete accord as to the shape of the proposal. Over 50 of the Senior class 
have already submitted resumes expressing wide support in the pilot project 
and the Alumni Associat ion has frankly indicated a willingness to hel.p fu nd 
the program. I have heard far too many comments of past graduates that, 
"They owed much to the school for their education but nothing to the 
school for their success at locat ing career employment.' Jobs are the primary 
concern of our students and should also be a p"timary concern of the school. 
R.C. 
Scheduling Changes 
We wish to congratulate the Administration and the committee that 
promulgated and effectuated the changes in scheduling and curriculum for 
this year. The changes were sign ificant and are generally well accepted. We 
suggest, however, that consideration be given to reducing the length of the 
breaks between m during classes or the classes themselves so that classes end 
no later than 10 p.m. We hope this suggestion is noted when an appraisal of 
the first year of the reforms is undertaken. 
s.w. 
Equity in Funding 
Law students at William Mitchell are keenly aware of the importance of a 
solid educational background as being a substantial factor in whether a 
student has success in law school. Few, if any, students successful at Mitchell 
have done so coming from core poverty areas. One reason is the method of 
funding present in Minnesota public education. Quality of education at the 
present time depends on the wealth of the tax base on which rests the local 
school district. 
As a result, what we are promoting in Minnesota is a discriminatory dual 
system of education: ·Oney.all_ elite pubJlcally financed showcase and the 
other a substandard and disadvantaged system; · · 
In a recent position paper on education, Senator Nicholas D. Coleman of 
St. l'aul advocated a major change in the area of school funding which would 
drastically .reduce the number of taxing distri cts throughout the State. As a 
result the disparity between rich and poor school districts would be reduced. 
:without- impairing, local control or quality. Senator Coleman's idea is 
excellent and a good way to renew our commitment to the··education of all 
the State's-children. 
R.C. 
Senior Practice Rule 
(Continued from page 1) 
treated on an experimental basis. 
Participation in the program for the 
entire school year will provide two 
elective academic credits under the 
supervision of Dean Heidenreich. 
To date the experiences under the 
Senior Practice Rule and William 
Mitchell's Internship Program have 
been extremely rewarding. Its value 
to the student has not been only 
academic but also practical. It is the 
hope of the writer that this 
opportunity, afforded 
experimentally this year, will find its 
way to being a regular elective for 
students at William Mitchell during 
their senior year. 
As Defined by Statute 
A royal highway is a road which is 
always open, which no one can close 
or divert from its termination, and 
which leads to a royal city, borough, 
castle or port. Laws, Henry I. 
* *** ** 
'Tis not making a good Law, but a 
punctual and exact execution of the 
Law when made, which is the only 
way to give it the necessary 
Authority and a Force that all Men 
shall Regard. Defoe 
****** 
Old Lawyers never die ; they only 
Jose their appeal. 
** ** ** 
Better to die on your feet than to 




By Dean Heidenreich 
The addition to the Board of 
Trustees of several. new members is 
an important event in the 
development of the Jaw school. 
Their appointment emphasizes the 
fact that members of the legal and 
business communities have a direct 
interest in William Mitchell College 
of Law and its operation. Because 
some readers may not understand 
the part played by the Board of 
Trustees in the operation of the 
school the following brief outline of 
the system by which the school is 
govemedls offered. 
T he scho ol is owned and 
gov e r ned b y a non-p rofit 
corporation established pursuant to 
the appropriate Minnesota Statutes. 
There are approximately 30 
members of the corporation who 
regularly meet as a body once a year. 
In addition to fhese annual meetings 
occasionally special meetings are 
called for the consideration of 
particular problems or matters 
needing special attention. In past 
years both corporation members and 
trustees were required by the articles 
and bylaws of the corporation to be 
lawyers or judges. This provision has 
been removed and several 
non-lawyer members have been 
added. 
At the time of the merger of the 
St. Paul College of Law and the 
Minneapolis-Minnesota College of 
Law in 1956 the corporate structure 
that exists today was adopted. The 
original corporation was composed 
of lawyers who had been instructors 
or administrators at the two merging 
schools. Although there have been 
many changes since that time many 
of the original members continue to 
serve. Three members of the current 
part-time faculty are al.so 
corporation members. 
The corporation each year elects 
a Board of Trustees much as 
shareholders in a business 
corporation would elect a Board of 
Directors. The trustees are given the 
responsibility for establishing broad 
school policies and for selecting and 
hiring the Dean. Since William 
Mitchell came into being as a 
separate institution in 1956 the 
President of the Board of Trustees 
has been Andrew N. Johnson, a 
Minneapolis attorney with more 
than fifty years experience in 
part-time teaching and law school 
administration. 
The Board of Trustees meets 
several times a year, keeps watch 
over the financial operations of the 
school approves a budget each year, 
awards degrees when appropriate 
and disposes of such other matters as 
may come before it. Between 
meetings Board memb ers are kept 
advised of current develo.pments at 
the school through information 
supplied by the Dean. The number 
of trustees may, under the current 
bylaws be as high as nineteen. 
Pr~sentl.y, there are seventeen 
members all of whom ta.ke an active 
interest in the affairs of the school. 
The make-up of the Board of 
Directors is such that not only are 
prominent members of the bench 
and bar represented but several 
non-lawyer members of the business 
community are included. Members 
come from both St. Paul and 
Minneapolis; some are alumni of 
William Mitchell and some are 
graduates of other schools; some 
have many years of experience in 
legal education and some are 
comparative newcomers. Together 
they provide a source of knowledge, 
wisdom and ex peri e nce that 
provides a solid foundation for the 
school. 
The Dean, who is the chief 
administrative officer of the school, 
and the faculty have the primary 
responsibility for admissions, 
curriculum, scheduling, discipline 
and other academic matters. They 
are hired by the trustees and are 
subject to the general control of that 
body. Each year the Dean makes a 
report to the trustees and the 
corporation ex plaining recent 
SBA 
President's Report 
By Steve Wheeler 
The William Mitchell Student Bar 
Association Board of Governors was 
further enlarged in October with the 
election of two First Year 
representatives - Robert Hanson 
and Steve Puck. 
One of the biggest projects now 
being undertaken by the SBA is an 
experimental graduate placement 
service for the Class of 1970. Under 
the direction of Junior Dick 
Kavaney, resumes were collected 
from all interested seniors. A 
brochure is being sent to all law firms 
in Minnesota and advertisements 
were put into the Bench and Bar. It is 
hoped that the efforts in .this pilot 
program will be carried on next year 
by a full or part-time graduate 
placement and alumni association 
director. Over 50 seniors submitted 
resumes. 
Through the efforts of the SBA 
the proposed second semester 
schedule for seniors was significantly 
enlarged. A survey of the seniors 
showed that there was significant 
interest in several of the new 
seminars being offered. The survey 
also showed interest in courses that 
were usually offered only in the first 
semester. As a result, several 
additional sections of the seminars 
were added and one first semester 
course was offered again in the 
second semester. 
Because of the Valentine's Day 
Dance planned by the Law Wives, 
the Smoker usually scheduled for 
February will be held later in the 
semester. 
The Board of Governors recently 
made several significant decisions 
affecting the "William Mitchell 
Opinion," the used bookstore, and 
the minority scholarship funds. 
Because ')f the inability to attract 
volunteer 11elp in running the used 
bookstore and to put out the 
"Opinion," it was decided that 
c<_?mpensation be provided for those 
directing these operations. The 
director of the used bookstore will 
receive five per cent of the total 
value of the books sold. The editor 
and assistant editor of the 
"Opinion" will share $125 for 
putting out each edition. One-half of 
this expense will be shared by the 
administration. One more edition of 
the paper is planned for this year. 
Candidates for the Editorship 
positions should submit an 
application to your class SBA 
representative. 
Last year several students 
collected several thousand dollars 
for use to recruit and give 
scholarships to minority group 
students. Their work never went past 
the collecting stage. It was decided 
that it would be impractical for the 
students to attempt to recruit 
minority students. For that reason, 
the donors will be contacted and 
presented with the alternative of the 
return of their gifts or the shifting of 
the funds to the general William 
Mitchell Scholarship Fund. 
developments and outlining plans 
for the future . 
The decisions of the faculty on 
academic and intellectual matters 
are arrived at after thorough 
consideration and d iscussion. 
Special faculty committees consider 
such m atter s as changes in 
curricul u m and sc hedu ling ; 
proposals for major changes are then 
discussed in a full faculty meeting. 
The work o f the faculty, 
administration and trustees has been 
marked by harmony, understanding 
and unity of purpose. The success of 
the school is due in no small measure 
to the dedication , interest and 
enthusiasm of the members of the 
Board of Trustees. We expect and 
hope that spirit will carry William 
Mitch e 11 to e ve a greater 
accomplishments in the future. 
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Query: Whether McCormick vs. Hanscraft is poor authority in products case. Associate Justice Walter 
Rogosheske suggested it might be. (Incidently, he wrote it). 
Jim Sutherland, John McGuigan, Bob Hillstrom and Jack Ebner Selected 
Seniors Argue Before 
Minnesota Supreme Court 
As part of the Moot Court 
program, each Senior prepares an 
appellate brief and oral argument 
before a panel of judges, most of 
whom are attorneys who 
volunteer time from practice. Four 
seniors are given the privilege of 
arguing before the Minnesota 
Supreme Court. 
Chosen by their classmates for 
the honor this year were Jim 
Sutherland, John McGuigan, Bob 
1 Hillstrom and Jack Ebner. The 
arguments were heard during the 
second week in January. The entire 
senior class attended the session. 
The subject matter of the appeal 
involved a hypothetical products 
liability case brought on behalf of a 
13=year-old girl who was burned by 
a defectively designed floor register 
manufactured by the defendent. The 
injury had allegedly occurred when 
the girl disobeyed her father in the 
course of her waiting for him to 
complete a repair job at a residential 
home. The questions brought on 
appeal concerned erroneous 
instructions given by the lower court 
as to the legal status possessed by the 
appellant at the time of injury and 
instructions as to the defenses of 
contributory negligence and 
assumption of risk. 
The Honorable Oscar R. 
Knutson, Chief Justice, speaking for 
the Court, pointed out that the 
members of the Minnesota Supreme 
Court ·felt the kind of exposure to 
appellate procedure provided by the 
practice case was important and 
most useful. The Court took great 
effort in creating an authentic 
atmosphere for the appeal. 
Questions were offered freely by 
members of the Court and answered 
commendably by the participants 
from William Mitchell. Ed. 
Shown preparing respondent's case are Robert Hillstrom and Jack Ebner. 
Pictured preparing appellant's case are John McGuigan and James 
Sutherland. 
Alutnni Ass'n. Is Revitalized; 
Sam.uel L. Hanson Is President 
l 
By Dan Dahlin Its major project has been raising contacted concerning the dance. The 
Through the hard work and $10,000 to provide a guaranteed ·response was favorable and many 
1 enthusiasm of several William loan fund for William Mitchell alumni who could not attend the 
Mitchell graduates, the school's students. During the years 1964 to Dinner Dance did, however, pledge 
Alumni Association has been 1968 about 70 substantial loans their support to the Association and 
"revitalized." The date of its were made through this program. its contemplated projects. Through 
resurrection was November 6, 1969, With the availability of Federally inadvertance and, frankly, the 
and the scene was the Thunderbird insured student loans in 1969, the impossibility of reaching many of 
Motel in Bloomington, Minnesota, program was suspended. the older alumni, many were not 
where nearly 300 persons gathered In 1964 the late Chief Justice of notified of the Dinner Dance or of 
at the November Dinner Dance. The the Minnesota Supreme Court, the Organization's new plans and 
event was hailed as "triumphantly Roger Dell, initiated a project to pay projects. It is urged that those who 
successful" by Samuel L. Hanson, off the substantial mortgage on the did not receive correspondence 
newly-elected President of the law school building. Within a year contact the school office so that 
Alumni Association. The purpose over $150,000 was raised with the their names may be placed on the 
for planning the dance was to final payment on the mortgage made mailing list. 
"sound out" the response of alumni early in 1965. Whereas this project Master of Ceremonies at the 
in regard to the future of their was not the sole venture of the Dinner Dance was the Honorable 
association. The response was Alumni Association, alumni were Ronald E. Hachey, Ramsey County 
favorable and enthusiastic, and the instrumental in raising the funds that District Court Judge and former 
Alumni Association is active once ultimately retired the mortgage. Alumni Association President. 
again with a new slate of officers and After the completion of this Honored Guests were the classes of 
a newly-elected Board of Directors. project and because of declining 1914-1919, five of whom were in 
The Alumni Association, interest in the organization's attendance, including Gordon S. 
founded in 1958, is composed of activities, a period of dormancy Keith, class of 1916, who traveled 
alumni of William Mitchell College followed which was to last for six from San Francisco, California, and 
of Law and its predecessors, St. Paul years until plans for the 1969 Dinner Per M. Larson, Walter Hauser, Paul 
College of Law and Dance were formulated. Through McGough and Emil P. Haugland. 
Minneapolis-Minnesota College of the use of outdated mailing lists and Eighteen members of the classes of 
Law. The combined alumni of these some rather frantic telephone calls, 1938-1944 were also present. The 
insitutions is approximately 2,300. as many alumni as possible were William Mitchell Class of 1970 was 
invited and strongly represented by 
approximately 30 persons. Members 
of the Minnesota Supreme Court 
were also honored, those present 
included, Chief Justice Oscar R. 
Knutson, and Associate Justices 
William P. Murphy, Martin A. Nelson 
and C. Donald Peterson. The Board 
of Trustees and the faculty of 
William Mitchell were present and 
honored also. Dean Heidenreich, in 
absentia, was presented with a 
sketch of the law school which was 
on display throughout the evening. 
Other highlights included a variety 
of songs by the 3M Mixed Chorus 
under the direction of Edwin 
Amundson followed by the Chris 
Kalogerson Orchestra. All men from 
the honored classes were presented 
with white boutonniers. The 
response to the occasion was so 
favorable that plans are already 
underway for the 1970 dance to be 
held at the Thunderbird Motel on 
October 23, 1970. 
The Alumni Association has 
recently completed a mailing to all 
alumni. Included in the letter is a 
membership card for 1969-70, a 
review of the Dinner Dance and a list 
of proposed projects. The projects 
include: 
(1) Making the Alumni Dinner 
Dance an annual affair. 
(2) Annual presentation of a 
"Distinguished Alumni Award," 
similar to the one conferred in 1969 
to Chief Justice Warren E. Burger. 
(3) Scholarships to William 
Mitchell College of Law. 
(4) Financial Assistance for the 
continuation and new volume 
addition to The William Mitchell 
Library. 
( 5) Future projects contemplated 
are: (A) Newsletter to alumni; (B) 
Directory of Alumni; (C) Placement 
and alumni coordination staff to 
assist seniors and recent graduates 
locate employment; (D) Establishing 
an alumni chair on the faculty; and 
(E) A bar review course in 
cooperation with the University of 
Minnesota alumni. 
Funding for these projects will be 
through annual dues of $10 per 
member and other contributions by 
alumni to the Association. 
As the Alumni Association grows 
and becomes more active, top 
priority will be placed on achieving 
broad support from all alumni, 
particularly the new classes of 
students as they graduate. In this 
way it is hoped to achieve a large and 
dynamic group of members who are 
eager to help in new projects and to 
provide leadership for the 
Association. Hopefully, with broad 
based support and enthusiasm, the 
Alumni Association will remain a 
vital contributor and an important 
asset to William Mitchell. 
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Law Wives admire children's clothes modeled at the "Show and Tell Style Show" held on January 7, 1970. 
Pictured are Mrs. David Johnson ( who made the coat), Mrs. James Bares and Mrs. Richard Corway. 
Law Wives Report 
By Emily Brennegen Annual Style Show, reports that it 
Funds raised last year by the will take place at Eddie Webster's on 
William Mitchell Law Wives were March 21. This year's show is 
awarded in scholarships to five sponsored by Powers. 
Seniors. They are Don Day, Earl Hats Off To: 
Gray, Bob Hoene, Ben Brunsvold Libby Brunsvold, President of 
and David Kracker. Law Wives, for conducting the 
This year the Jaw wives have meetings in an atmosphere that 
already been hard at work again encourages a positive, enthusiastic 
raising money by selling the action among the girls. 
notecards designed by some of the Hats Off To: 
members of law wives. So far, $411 Joan Gray, Vice President, and 
worth have been sold, says Bonnie Program Planner. We have enjoyed 
Kennedy, Chairman. Ronald Erickson who gave an 
There was not a big profit made "Introduction to the Stock Market;" 
on the informal Holiday Buffet, but Eleanora Auvinen, who spoke on 
no one seemed to mind when all had witchcraft; Shari Kohnen, who 
such a good time. Carol Smith, demonstrated how to make 
Chairman of the event, and her Christmas decorations. We are 
committee did a great job in looking forward to the coming 
decorating and in planning the tasty events which are a Mini-Style Show, 
menu. Over 150 tickets were sold. a man from the Better Business 
The partygoers were full of that Bureau, a local dramatist and a pot 
grand Christmas spirit. luck supper. 
William Mitchell students and Hats Off To: 
wives had "a ball" at the Valentines Barb Ciresi, Hospitality 
dane. Barbara Reiland, Chairman, Chairman, but better known as the 
and her Co-chairman, Myrna "Good Will Ambassador." You will 
Huebsch, had the Thunderbird find Barb, along with Marsha 
Motel reserved for February 14th Letourneau, Membership Chairman, 
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Dean Ray's greeting the gals at the door and 
orchestra was there. Barb Nichols introducing them to one another. If 
and Rochelle Francis were ticket any Jaw wife has problems with 
chairman. transportation, Marsha says to please 
Judy McGuigan, Chairman of the call her or her Co-Chairman, Barb 
Photo courtesy Minneapolis Tribune 
Nichols. Barb Hoene, Treasurer, says 
there are 87 paid members. 
HatsOffTo: 
Karen W andmacher, Chairman of 
Moot Court. Karen has worked 
closely with Judge Ronald Hachey, 
Ramsey County District Judge, and 
Mr. Gislason, instructors for Moot 
Court in organizing twenty juries 
needed this semester. Karen says she 
has "learned alot from watching the 
trials and. . .. understands better 
what her husband is going thru." She 
finds the Jaw wives "more than 
anxious to serve on jury duty." 
Karen couldn't have done her job 
without the help of Nancy Klein, 
Julie Herman, and Sue Wieneke, who 
t&ke turns in orientating the jury to 
their duties, and assigning them to 
different court rooms. 
Hats Off To: 
Dotty Holden, President of 
bowling. Dotty has a special bowling 
event planned each month. Gloria 
Pond was awarded a prize for "Best 
Halloween Costume;" Jan Mihock 
won a turkey at Thanksgiving; Mary 
Crandall got a bottle for bowling 
"Highest score over her seasonal 
average;" Judy Pacey won a bottle of 
wine and Karen Wandmacher 
received a free bowling ball. Dotty 
has found the 18 Jaw wife bowlers to 
be a "good steady group of girls." 
Minnesota Adopts 
Comparative Negligence 
By Roger Christianson 
"The common law is not a 
codification of exact or inflexible 
rules for human conduct, for the 
redress of injuries, or for protection 
against wrong; on the contrary, it is 
the embodiment of broad and 
comprehensive unwritten principles, 
inspired by natural reason and innate 
sense of justice, and adopted by 
common consent for the regulation 
and government of the affairs of 
men ... .Its guiding star has always 
been the rule of right and wrong, and 
in this country its principles 
demonstrate that there is, in fact, as 
well as in theory, a remedy for all 
wrongs." 
11 am. Jur., Common Law, 2. 
On December 19, 1969, the 
Supreme Court of Minnesota 
abrogated the absolute defence of 
interspousal immunity in actions for 
tort. (Green, Frana vs. Green). 
In a six to one decision, the 
opinion cited a compelling social 
need and propriety in changing the 
rule. The Court further cited the 
failure of the Minnesota Legislature 
to respond to the issue and to 
respond in a preference to resolve 
the issue, while at the same time 
eradicating the legality of household 
exclusion clauses. The Court implied 
from that legislative action that the 
Court itself should resolve the 
question. 
The Court's decision was 
basically rested on public policy 
grounds related to the existence of 
liability insurance, a change in 
modern day conditions, and a 
change in the historical reasons for 
intra-family immunity. 
Citing Baits vs. Baits, 273. Minn., 
419, 142 N.W. 2d 66 (1966), the 
Court disavowed the concept that 
fraud was likely to be practiced, 
further pointing out the interest of 
providing families with insured 
protection against financial Joss to 
family members in the family 
automobile. "The favored rationale 
for abrogating family immunity, as 
adopted in Baits, is that the social 
gain of providing tangible financial 
protection for those whom an 
insured wrongdoer ordinarily has the 
most natural motive to protect 
transcends the more intangible social 
Joss of impairing the integrity of the 
family relationship." 
The Court did recognize the 
possibility of spurious claims and 
possible collusion as being an 
excessive risk in the attempt to bring 
a balance to social interest brought 
about by the rule, but chose to 
examine the change at a later date 
with the benefit of the experience of 
litigation. 
An analysis of the decision should 
eliminate the alarm of many to the 
holding in the Green case (including 
law students working as insurance 
adjusters). 
All of the exceptions to the 
intra-family immunity rule have 
been decided by judicial fiat to 
accomplish an end important to 
modern day conditions, i.e., to 
demonstrate that the common law 
will provide a remedy where there iis 
a wrong. The common law will has 
always been known for its flexibility 
in meeting new and ever more 
complex conditions of life. As Mr. 
Justice Cardozo indicated in "The 
nature of the Judicial Process," 
adherence to precedent, pp. 142, 
150-152 (1921), "I think that when 
a rule, after it has been duly tested 
by experience, has been found to be 
inconsistent with the sense of justice 
or with the social welfare, there 
should be less hesitation in frank 
avowal and full abandonment. . . 
. There should be greater readiness to 
abandon an untenable position when 
the rule to be discared may not 
reasonably be supposed to have 
determined the conduct of the 
litigants, and particularly when in its 
origin it was the product of 
institutions or conditions which 
have gained a new significance or 
development with the progress of 
years." The words of Justice Wheeler 
in Dovy v. Connecticut Co., 89 
Conn. 74, 99, 92 A. 883 (1915) 
express the tone in which this 
problem should be met. "That court 
best serves the law which recognized 
that the rules of law which grew up 
in a remote generation may, in the 
fullness of experience, be found to 
serve another generation badly, and 
which discards the old rule when it 
finds that another rule of law 
represents what should be according 
to the established and settled 
judgment of society, and no 
considerable property rights have 
become v~sted in reliance upon the 
old rule." 
Interspousal immunity originated 
from the common law doctrine of 
the legal identity of husband and 
wife. They were one person and that 
person was the husband, at least 
insofar as civil actions were 
concerned. The wife had no legal 
capacity to sue or be sued by herself, 
her husband had to be joined in the 
action so that as a result the husband 
in a tort action would be both a 
plaintiff and a defendant. If he got a 
judgment it would be against himself 
which is a rediculous result. 
Consequently, there was adopted 
the interspousal immunity rule. The 
point is that this basis for immunity 
belonged to a social order which had 
been dead for more than a century. 
The law had not changed with the 
times . Subsequently, Married 
Women's Acts were passed in all 
American jurisdictions. These 
(Continued on page 5) 
Chief Justice Oscar R. Knutson, 
C. Paul Jones Receive Awards at 
Nat'l. Legal Aid Defender Conf. 
Among four persons singled out 
by the 1969 National Legal Aid and 
Defender Conference were two 
Minnesotans -The Honorable Oscar 
R. Knutson and C. Paul Jones. 
Oscar R. Knutson, Chief Justice 
of the Minnesota Supreme Court, 
was given the Arthur V. Brieson 
award for his effective leadership in 
establishing a widely-accredited 
statewide defender system in 
Minnesota. 
Established in 1965, the system 
was acclaimed as "combining most 
of the favorable features found in 
other plans over the country, having 
full support .of the organized bar, 
being economical and well financed, 
and providing for a judtcial council 
that selects the public defender and 
gives him independence by isolating 
the office from outside pressures." 
As chairman of the Minnesota 
Judicial Council, Knutson is also 
principally responsible for the 
enactment of a court rule permitting 
senior law students to gain trial 
experience in certain criminal cases. 
He is a member of the Mitchell Board 
of Trustees. 
Singled out for the Reginald 
Heber Smith Award was C. Paul 
Jones. The award is presented to 
those on staffs of legal aid or 
defender organizations for their 
outstanding and devoted efforts on 
behalf of their clients. 
Jones, a criminal law teacher at 
William Mitchell, was cited as a 
skillful trial lawyer and expert in 
General Charles L. Decker (right) 
director of NLADA's National 
Defender Project, presents the 
Arthur v. Briesen Award to Justice 
Knutson. 
appellate practice. He was also cited 
for his concern about the broader 
issues affecting the administration of 
criminal justice. 
C. Paul Jones 
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The Need for More Law Professors 
Who Have Practiced Law 
By James M. Dente 
This article appeared in the May, sese by their publications, but who practiced law can take a more 
1969, issue of the did not have the basic ability to put detached view in analyzing cases for 
Cleveland-Marshall Law Review. their material across to a class. As for students and in proposing 
relevance, since many of these improvements in the law. Assuming Reprinted with permission. 
specialists had never seen the inside that this may sometimes be true, 
I was delighted to receive recently of a law office or a courtroom, much experience has shown that courts 
a copy of a letter from the of waht they thought was relevant seldom accept such impractical and 
distinguished faculty advisor of the turned out to be too theoretical for theoretical analyses and proposals, 
Cleveland-Marshall Law Review, practice. Two of my actual and most students will be practicing 
inviting law faculty members, experiences may help to illustrate before courts rather than law 
whenever they are seeking a vehicle professors. I not alone in the this point. I can well remember a am 
to for expression, send short professor of civil procedure who had belief that the proposals of law 
un-annotated articles about a pet never practiced law telling the class professors published in law reviews 
idea or gripe in legal education. After and other publications have made that in order to gain common ground 
having practiced law for fourteen with prospective jurors, you might much more of an impression upon 
years and ( after having been turned start their voir dire by telling them a the writers than upon the courts or 
down by some of the best law joke.4 When I put this great legislatures. "The authors cite one 
schools in the country) having scholarly idea into practice in my another in profusion, until these is a 
taught law for the past year, I now first jury trial, everyone laughed but superficial impression of an 
feel eminently qualified to write just the judge.5 His glare indicated that if abundant mass of authority; but up 
that type of unscholarly article.I I told one more joke, I might be to the present time, at least, they 
The Gripes of Wrath laughing all the way to my received little mention in judicial 
In student protests at universities disbarment proceedings! opinions.8 
across the country, one of the Since I intended to practice in my The problem in many of our law constant cries of the malcontents has home state of Pennsylvania, I was schools is analogous to that of a been for relevances in higher especially interested when a teach expectant spinster trying to education. There is probably no field professor mentioned a specific point mothers how to rear their children. in which there is a greater need for of Pennsylvania law. In an admirable Never having experienced the pangs relevance than in legal education. attempt to do research for research's of childbirth, she may be able to take Although it appears that the actual sake (probably under the usual a more detached view, but that does riots have not yet spread to the law university pressure of publish or not make her better qualified than a schools, some student displeasure perish), this same civil procedure mother to teach the subject. with the present establishment professor had made a library survey Fortunately this situation does not seems evident. In a speech at the of the number of directed verdicts exist in medical schools. Can you Association of American Law and judgments n.o.v. granted and conceive of a medical school hiring Schools meeting in New Orleans on denied by the trial judges in the as a professor of surgery a scholar December 27, 1968, the National states. were told various We that who has read many books and President of the Law Student Pennsylvania was a weak judge state. perhaps written a number of articles Division of the American Bar Again in one of my early trials I on the 'subject, but has never Association complained that the law attempted to utilize the fruits of his operated on a patient? This is in schools are not adequately preparing laborious and enlightening research. effect what many leading law students for the actual practice of When my adversary moved for a schools are and have been doing in law. Law schools might do well to ·directed verdict, I cavalierly legal education. -heed the cry as a prophylactic informed the court that since 
measure.2 Pennsylvania was a "weak judge Solution:lnclusio Unius 
With experience in both private state," he did not have the power to Non Est Exclusio Alterius 
practice and as an assistant state grant a directed verdict in this The answer, of course, is to weigh 
attorney general, I thought that I particular case. The judge the equities and strike a proper 
might be able to help fill this need to immediately impressed me with the balance. There are certain courses, 
make law school courses more strength that Pennsylvania judges such as civil procedure, evidence, 
relevant, and I decided to enter the really have, as I hopelessly tried to moot court, and torts, which are so 
law teaching field. When I attempted explain to my client why we were related to actual practice that they 
the bold transition, I was bewildered out of court! Needless to say, when should never be taught by one who 
to learn that the very thing that I the appellate court affirmed his has not practiced law.9 There are 
thought would help qualify me to be strength, I was finally convinced that others such as accounting, 
a good teacher seemed to be looked Pennsylvania judges were not as consitutional jurisprudence, law, 
upon as a detriment by many of our weak as my scholarly professor and legal history, which can 
leading law schools. I found that believed.6 probably be taught just as well by 
many schools frown upon anyone My point, of course, is that if this someone whose closest association 
who has been corrupted by the fine scholar had actually practiced with the law has been the library. I 
actual practice of law for any period law for even a brief period, he submit, however, that all other 
of time, regardless of his success in probably would have learned, things being equal, there is no course 
practice, his previous scholastic perhaps less painfully than I, that that can better be taught by 
background, and his personaliti attorneys do not tell jurors jokes on someone who has never practiced 
qualifications to inspire and really voir dire and, regardless of the results law because he can take a more 
teach a class. These schools prefer to of his library research, there is really detached view of the subject. 
hire as new professors only those no such phenomenn as a "weak 
Law schools would also do well to whom they consider to be legal judge state." In short, so many of 
scholars, which in their view are our unpracticed professors are concentrate a little more on the 
inexperienced recent graduates with unable to distinguish between what personality qualifications to teach 
and get the material across to a class, good academic records and who had Dean Pound called law in books and 
published law review articles (which law in action. 7 I believe today's law rather than only on the research and 
legal writing ability of prospective for the most part have been read student wants and is entitled to a 
only by a few professors and law piece of the .action which only a professors. Although this would 
students, but almost never by the professor who has previously apply to both the lawyer and the 
courts or legislators).3 I was practiced law can give him. nonpractitioner, a lawyer who has 
informed by the dean of one such been baptized in the fires of actual 
school that, although my academic legal controversy is probably more The Problem is 
record was satisfactory for teaching, likely to have developed the type of Compounded by Inbreeding 
I could not qualify for a position I note with dismay the number of articulate extrovert personality 
there because I had been out of the required to get across points of law law schools that are hiring as 
academic life too long. If he had ever professors their own top students in an interesting and lucid manner. 
practiced law he would have known immediately upon their graduation. By what has been written 
that a good lawyer remains a legal Although this may help perpetuate above,10 I do not mean to imply 
scholar and cannot stop studying law the sheltered academic environment that law professors should not be 
after he leaves law school if he is to of their entrenched unpracticed legal scholars. What I am saying 
serve his profession properly. faculties (the establishment), they which may come as a surprise to 
Although a law professor's are also compounding their frailties some deans is that good lawyers are 
primary responsibility is ( or in my by inbreeding reminiscent of the usually legal scholars.I I When you 
judgment should be) to train educated imbeciles and ask what research have we done, I 
lawyers, the paradoxical belief seems hemophiliacs of nineteenth century say we did research with every case 
to be that lawyers are not as European royalty. Irrespective of that came into our offices. When you 
train qualified to prospective how outstanding these students were ask what have we published, I say 
lawyers as the research scholar who in writing casenotes for their law our publications were to appellate 
has not wandered out of his reviews, I suspect that they will have courts in the form of briefs that have 
sheltered academic environment. I difficulty making their courses had a greater impact on the life of 
dissent! relevant. the law than most law review 
Re: Law in Books The preference for hiring as law articles; briefs on the scholarship of 
and Law in Action professors unpracticed and which may have depended the life, 
I am certain that all law school inexperienced scholars over liberty, or property of our clients; 
graduates can recall research seasoned attorneys is justified ( or briefs wl,ich helped decide some of 
professors who might have enhanced more accurately, rationalized) on the very cases you purport to be 
the prestige of their schools inter the theory that one who has never better qualified to analyze. 
The author received his B. A. degree with honors from Pennsylvania State 
University and his LL.B. in 1953 from Columbia Law School where he was 
designated a Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar for distinction in legal study in his 
third year. He practiced law four fourteen years in Pennsylvania, seven years 
of which he was a Special Assistant Attorney General. He was visiting 
professor at the University of Wyoming College of Law for the 1968 spring 
semester and is presently associate professor of law at William Mitchell 
College of Law. 
Although the exigent demands of a studious prospective lover, 
practice may have denied some of us quipped, "Honey, I can teach you 
the time to otherwise publish the things that they don't put in books." 
fruits of our research, once we are 8. See Prosser & Smith, Cases and 
teaching we too can enhance the Materials on Torts, p. 689 ( 4th Ed. 
prestige of your schools by 1967). 
publications. I suggest that our 9. My experience indicates that it 
analyses and proposals are more apt would not be possible to answer 
to be of the type that may have an about 50% of the relevant questions 
influence on the law. All we ask is posed by my Freshman torts class if I 
the opportunity and you will see had not had the benefit of actual 
that we are peculiarly qualified to practice. I can only surmise that 
teach relevantly the living law to these questions go unanswered in 
students, the way we often had to many tort classrooms. 
teach it to the courts! Given this 10. At times with pen in hand and 
opportunity, we believe the ultimate tongue in check. 
beneficiaries will be your students 11. The writer notwithstanding. 
and the administration of justice. 
Footnotes Comparative Negligence 
1. I have nevertheless included a (Continued from page 4) few superficial footnotes in an 
abortive attempt to give this article a statutes were designed primarily to 
semblence of legal scholarship. secure to a married women a 
2. Note also the recent boycott of separate legal identity and a separate 
classes and take-over of the law legal estate in her own property. 
school building by students at Most courts agree that the effect 
Howard University, which may be an of the statute is to give the wife 
ominous sign. separate ownership and control of 
3. Cf. "Father McKenzie, writing her own property, the capacity to 
the words of a sermon that no one sue or be sued without joinder of the 
will hear. No one comes near!" husband, and the wife is made 
(Lennon & McCartney, "Eleanor separately responsible for her own 
Rigby"). torts. However, when it comes to 
4. In hindsight, I cannot help but personal torts, most courts are 
feel that even an Ivy League school reluctant to allow the husband and 
could have condescended to require wife to sue one another. And 
some private practice as a interestingly enough, the chief 
qualification for teaching civil reason for this refusal is that 
procedure. personal tort actions between 
5. I told them about the elderly husband and wife would disrupt and 
male character witness who was destroy the peace and harmoney of 
asked about the reputation of the the home, which is against the policy 
young female defendant for truth of the law. It seems that were 
and veracity. He replied that her strangers can recover for injuries 
reputation for truth was good, "but sustained in an automobile accident 
as for veracity, some say she do and or other tort action because of the 
some say she dont't!" public policy of providing victims 
6. I believe to this day that the with compensation for their injuries. 
motion would not have been granted the mere fact the parties are husband 
if I had not made this scholarly and wife ought not to prevent a 
argument. remedy for the wrong committed. 
7. Cf. Mae West in "Diamond The common law must bend to the 
Lil," who, in attempting to persuade present day conditions. 
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Alumni News 
Grads on the Move 
The editors and staff of the 1960 JOHN S. MONROE, JR., who has 
"OPINION" urge alumni to EDWARD J. DRURY has been the Auditor of the First 
notify the school regarding announced the formation of a new National Bank in Minneapolis, has 
any and all newsworthy events partnership for the general practice assumed a ·new position in St. Louis, 
concerning themselves or of law under the firm name of Drury, Missouri, as Vice President of 
other alumni so that this Gartner, and Burkhardt. The firm Boatmen's National Bank and 
information may be published will have offices in Wabasha, Lake Boatmen's Bank Shares, Inc. 
in subsequent issues. Please City, and Plainview, Minnesota. 1969 
mail to William Mitchell DAVID O'CONNOR has opened JOSEPH L. DALY has 
Opinion, Alumni News Editor, his new offices for the general announced the opening of his office 
2100 Summit Ave., St. Paul, practice of law at 1210 Commerce for the general practice of law in the 
Minnesota 55105. Building, St. Paul, Minnesota. Palen Clinic Building, 4117 East 
1961 Lake Street, Minneapolis, 
1926 ANTHONY A. DANNA and Minnesota. 
HORACE VAN V ALKENBURG ROGER C. HENNINGS have ROBIN A. JACOB is now 
and CHARLES R. MURNANE announced the formation of a associated with the Minneapolis law 
(1937) have been named to the partnership for the practice of law firm of Christian and Gross at their 
National Advisory Council of the under the firm name of Danna, Prior Lake office. 
Practicing Law Institute (P.L.I.) as Hennings, and Gilsdorf. Their offices ALAN R. V ANASEK is 
representatives from Minnesota. The are located at 510 (new) associated with the St. Paul law firm 
council is an advisory body on Northwestern Bank Building in St. of Jardine, Logan and O'Brien. 
educational policy to the law Paul. JOHN M. SANDS (1963) and 
institute and is composed of WILLIAM E' FALVEY (1966) have THOMAS G. DEVINE and 
attorneys and judges from the 50 become associated in St. Paul with RICHARD P. ULRICH (1966), 
states. location at 1005 Degree of Honor formerly of Control Data 
1929 Building. Corporation's Patent and Licensing 
HOWARD V. RHEDIN has been Department, have announced the 
named an Assistant General Counsel formation of the firm of Devine and 
of the Great Northern Railway. Ulrich with offices in the McColl 
1939 Building, 366 Jackson Street, St. Used Book Store 
EUGENE P. DALY, formerly Paul. 
Law Clerk to the Chief.Justice of the ROBERT F. LYDON has become At William Mitchell 
Minnesota Supreme Court, is now associated with ROBERT F. WILLE 
associated with the Minneapolis law (195i) in the practice of law under Two years ago, the Student Board 
firm of Mullin, Galinson, Swirnoff, the firm name of Wille and Lydon, of Governors began discussing the 
and Weinberg, P.A. with offices at 904 Pioneer Building idea of the Used Book Store at 
1940 in St. Paul. William Mitchell College of Law. The 
JACK W. WICKS, formerly of 1963 purpose of such an establishment 
Carlsen, Carlsen, Strum, and Wicks, JAMES D. MASON, Mankato was to provide the students with a 
has formed a new partnership with Attorney, has been eiected president centralized facility to dispose ofand 
BRUCE A. NEMER (1968), for the of the Blue Earth County Bar acquire used books and other study 
practice of law under the firm name Association. Mr. Mason also serves as aids. Bill Crandall assumed the 
of Wicks and Nemer. The firm Assistant County Attorney for the responsibility of establishing the 
specializes in the practice of Patent City of Mankato. forms and procedures under which 
and Trademark Law and has offices ROBERT 0. O'NEILL has the store wo1.ild operate antl Dean 
at 1407 Soo Line Building, formed a law partnership with Heidenreich contributed the room 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. ROBERT J. GOGGINS in New currently occupied by the Store in 1952 Prague, Minnesota. Mr. O'Neill the basement of the school. 
JOHN C. WALLF AFF is now serves as Scoutt County Attorney. The basic purpose of the store is 
associated with the St. Paul law firm WILLIAM G. STOCKS, Vice to provide a service to those students of Douglass, Bell, Donlin, Schultz, President for Finance of the Peavy who prefer used over new books. 
and Peterson in the general practice Company, Minneapolis, was elected The operation of the Store is 
of law. to the Board of Directors at the basically as follows: 1956 firm's annual meeting in All sales are made by the Store on 
GEORGES. ROTH, Minneapolis Minneapolis. a consignment basis. The Store 
Attorney, has been elected Secretary 1965 retains ten per cent of the sales price of the Minnesota Defense Lawyers BARRY L. PETERSON, as its commission for the service Association. formerly an assistant St. Louis provided. The balance of the sales 1958 County attorney, has joined Duluth price is remitted to the seller by 
COLONEL JOHN H. CAREY, attorney, R. VERN ECKMAN in the check as soon after the sale as staff judge advocate for· the 4600th general practice of law under the possible. The Store will retain the 
Air Base Wing at Ent. Air Force Base, firm name of Eckman, Mellum, and materials left with it for an indefinite 
Colorado, has received his second Peterson. The firm's offices are in period of time. However, disposition 
award of the United States Air Force the Duluth National Bank Building. of outdated editions will be made 
Commendation Medal. 
ARTHUR W. SEABURG, St. approximately twelve to fifteen 
REINO 0. LAINE (1958, J.D., Paul attorney, has announced the months after they are left with the 
William Mitchell College of Law) has Store unless picked up by the owner. formation of an association for the 
been elected an assistant secretary of The Store also sells, on a general practice of law with 
the 3M Company. He joined 3M in ANDREW P. ENGEBRETSON. The consignment basis, outlines, case 
1943 and most recently was digests and course summaries. firm's offices are at Suite 302 McColl 
associate counsel for the firm. Building, St. Paul. Another service provided by the 
1959 1968 Store is the furnishing of prior years 
ROBERT R. MOONAN1 LARRY G. JORGENSON has exams. The procedure followed 
Minneapolis Attorney, has joined the Warren, Minnesota, law allows the student to take the exams 
announced the formation of the law firm of Myhre and Huddleson. Prior out for a period of one or two days 
flnn Fitzgerald, Moonan, Fitzgerald, to moving to Warren, Jorgenson and make copies of them. The 
and Stich. practiced law in Minneapolis. originals should then be returned to 
The Graduating Oass of 
William Mitchell for 1970 is 
one of the largest in the 
history of the college. It is also 
one of the best classes in terms 
of scholarship and experience. 
If you or your office is 
interested in taking in a new 
man, an excellent source 
would be the Class of '70. We 
invite your inquiries by 
writing to the Dean of the 
William Mitchell College of 
Law. We suggest that if you 
wish to interview persons 
interested in a particular field 
John C. Cbommie 
School Alum Writes 
Book on Income Tax 
John C. Chommie, a 1941 
graduate of St. Paul College of Law, 
a predecessor of William Mitchell, 
authored a book entitled "Federal 
Income Taxation" recently 
published by West Publishing 
Company. 
In the preface of the 742-page 
book, he states the following: "This 
book is designed to provide the 
student and the practitioner with a 
textual aid in the study of federal 
income taxation. Of necessity a one 
volume work on this subject must be 
selective in nature. Where choice as 
to both primary and secondary 
authorities has been necessary the 
selection has favored the most 
current cases, rulings and periodical 
literature ... 
"For the practitioner, lawyer and 
accountant, it is hoped that this 
volume will provide a useful guide or 
introductory analysis for the 
solution of the problems which daily 
cross his desk ... 
". . .in a broader and more 
important sense, it is hoped that this 
work will aid in the development of 
skilled technicians who will be 
sensitive to the need for the 
equitable collection of revenue in a 
democratic order. Perhaps only to 
the extent that the book contributes 
to this ideal will it have been worth 
doing. . .The prepartion of the 
manuscript has been an arduous but 
happy five-year task." 
Chommie is now Professor of 
Law at the University of Miami. He 
received his JSD in 1960 from 
N.Y.U.SchoolofLaw. 
the Store. In the past, exams have 
been let out at no charge and with no 
sign out procedure. Ho.wever a 
change in this policy .is being 
considered because of the fact that 
the supply of several of the old 
exams has been completely 
depleated as a result of the students 
failure to return the exams to the 
files. 
Students are encouraged to use 
the services offered by the Store and 
it is suggested that you watch the 
bulletin boards for notices regarding 
the ever-changing hours maintained 
by the proprietors of the Store. Ron 
Johnson is in charge. 
of the law that you so indicate. 
A brochure containing brief 
resumes for each student are 
available on request. 
Chief Justice James 
T. Harrison Speaks 
Justke Harrison 
On January 9, 1970, Chief Justice 
James T. Harrison of the Montana 
Supreme Court spoke at William 
Mitchell. 
A 1926 graduate, Chief Justice 
Harrison very graciously notified the 
SBA that he would be in town and 
was invited to address the student 
body. Over 100 students were 
present even though only three days 
prior to final exams. 
Chief Justice Harrison stressed 
the advantages and disadvantages of 
country practice. He stated that the 
biggest problem that he sees in 
Montana practice is the failure of 
lawyers to take care of business. He 
pointed out the importance of a 
lawyer's word and in some cases the 
lack of words. 
A man with a keen sense of 
humor, Chief Justice Harrison told 
many stories of justice as it once was 
under Montana law. One interesting 
tale was about a cowboy who layed 
in a ditch for many hours in order to 
gun down another man. He allegedly 
was convicted for shooting the man 
and some jack rabbits. According to 
Harrison, the man was later released 
in that under Montana law a man was 
entitled to shoot jack rabbits. 
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